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Abstract We present recent numerically well resolved 3D ECRF STELEC full wave code modelling 
results for fundamental and second harmonics scenarios in tokamaks and ITER. STELEC code is now 
updated and includes also non diagonal wave induced plasma current response terms important for quasi 
perpendicular O-mode launch. The modelled are ECH scenarios for operating T-10, DIII-D, JET and TCV 
machines. Improved numerical resolution for these middle size tokamaks further solidly confirms 
previously discovered O- and X- modes strong coupling at fundamental harmonic leading to broadened 
power deposition profiles, in compare with ray tracing predictions, due to influence of Upper Hybrid 
Resonance (UHR). For the T-10 tokamak we  consider  O-mode outside launch cases with EC resonance in 
plasma with UHR usual “mirror like” surface and out off plasma fundamental harmonic EC resonance at 
High Field Side when UHR surface is in-plasma internally closed one with the Electron Bernstein Waves 
(EBW) being excited inside of it due to mode conversion process. Combined self consistent dynamic O-
mode, X-mode and EB waves structure in toroidal plasma is intriguing one and is demonstrated. At this last 
scenario firstly discovered in WEGA stellarator with quasi perpendicular outside launch the waves are 
absorbed at the second harmonic – due to relativity effects. O-X-B scenario modelling results for several 
tokamaks are also given. Implications for the ITER are given strongly showing re evaluation need for the 
ECH NTM stabilization concept. In second harmonic scenarios we concentrate on X-mode outside launch 
at sufficiently large plasma densities, some times close (but lower) to this mode density cut off. Exact 
solution again shows that simultaneously the O-mode is also excited (with smaller amplitude), presumably 
due to reflection effects and wave depolarization at the wall. High densities regimes are interesting ones 
because inside of plasma may be created two power deposition peaks. Examples for T-10 and JET  are 
given. ITER second harmonic scenario for non active plasma phase at half magnetic field was also 
explored. 
 
 
1.   Fundamental harmonic modeling 
 
1.1 Out of plasma EC resonance scenario 
 
      ECH out of plasma fundamental resonance O-mode launch high resolution modelling 
at low frequency strongly validates that EBWs play crucial role in toroidal plasmas. 
Unusual scenario with out of plasma cold electron fundamental cyclotron resonance at 
HFS in the WEGA stellarator has shown [2] the efficient ECRF heating with two groups 
heated electrons: fast electrons group and warm electrons. Our idea was that main heating 
role play Electron Bernstein Waves born at Upper Hybrid Resonance and well trapped in 
core plasma. FIG.1 shows O-X-B eigen modes coupling at EC resonance out off plasma 
fundamental harmonic in DIII-D/WEGA-like oblique N//=0.32 O-mode outside launch 
with F=6 GHz, Bo=0.16 T, Ne(0)=2.3 1017 m-3, Te(0)=9.2kV at Ne(0) < Ncrit|O-mode, The 
Mode Converted EB Waves are shown by red colour in expanded scale in FIG.1b.  The 
X-mode, experiencing its density cut off, appears automatically, presumably due to 
plasma toroidicity, wave reflection and O- and X-mode coupling through the boundary 
conditions at the conducting wall surrounding plasma. 
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FIG 1a,b. Contour plots of |E_minus| e.m. (yellow-green) and EB Waves (red) at 6 GHz for  
DIII-D/Wega-like scenario. Oblique O-mode outside launch, N//=0.32 
 
Radial power deposition profile for this  DIII-D/WEGA-like scenario is given in FIG.2 
with power absorption at second and fundamental harmonics: Pe(2ωce) = 61% (red), 
Pe(ωce) = 39%. The O-X-B modes coupling at EC out off plasma  fundamental harmonic 
in T-10-like O-mode quasi perpendicular N//=0.016 outside launch at Ne < Ncrit|O-mode 
|E_minus| is displayed in FIG.3 and shows O-, X-mode and EB waves interplay. Power in 
this scenario is mainly absorbed at the second harmonic due to relativistic effects. 
 
1.2 DIII-D/T-10 fundamental harmonic modelling at 60 GHz 
 
     Similar EC heating efficiencies at fundamental harmonic in DIII-D for O-mode and 
X-mode outside launches at 60 GHz were reported [3,4]. Their nice explanation 
 
 

 
   
 FIG. 2 Radial power deposition, N//=0.3.      FIG.3  |E_| in T-10-like at N//=0.016 
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argued to X-mode reflection from the X’s cut off and conversion to the O-mode  during 
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reflection from the walls. STELEC code treats this effect automatically. Modelling was 
performed for O- and X-mode antenna polarizations at F=60 GHz, Bo=2.14 T, Ip=0.14-
0.28 MA, Ne(0)=2.3 1019 m-3, Ne(s)=2.3 1018 m-3, αn =1.0, Te(0)=36.8kV  (to increase 
EBW resolution), αT =2.0, outside launch spectrum  N//(0)=0.016 – 0.3, RF power 1 MW. 
FIG.4 displays  |E_psi| contour plots for O- launch (left) and X-mode launch (right) in  
T-10/DIII-D at  N//=0.16. One sees the X-mode appearance (with its cut off), even at O
mode antenna polarization, the UH resonance broadly borns the EBW. Both scenarios 
look  similar ones but waves amplitudes for X-antenna are remarkably higher ones: A(X-
mode)~7A(O-mode) – as it is predicted by WKB (rays) treatment due to weaker X-mode 
attenuation. 
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  FIG.6a Power deposition for O-antenna,  N//=0.016  FIG.6b Power deposition for X-antenna 
 
heating efficiencies and temperature profiles reported by DIII-D [3,4] for both antenna 
polarizations thus confirming O- and X-modes coupling in toroidal plasma. 
      ITER fundamental harmonic modelling was performed reduced at reduced frequency 
11.15 GHz due to lack of adequate world Super Computer to model so large scale plasma 
at specified 170 GHz . This approach makes use the similarity laws formulated in [1]. 
Machine and plasma parameters were: Bo=0.33-0.39 T, Ip=0.634 MA, Ne(0)=3 1017 m-3, 
Ne(s)=3 1016 m-3, αn =1.0, Te(0)=25.8kV, αT=1.0, outside launch spectrum  N//(0)=0.016 – 
0.5, RF power 1 MW. The O-mode fundamental harmonic quasi perpendicular equatorial 
launch at N//=0.017, Bo=0.381 T, is demonstrated by |Re(E_minus)| contour plots in 
FIG.7 and power deposition in FIG.8. The EC and UHR resonances positions in 
equatorial plane are X(ωce)= -27 cm, X(UHR)=38 cm.  
 

 
 
    FIG.7  |Re(E_minus)|  in ITER  at N//=0.017     FIG.8 Power deposition in ITER at N//=0.017 
 
The |Im(E_z)| field contour plots and radial power deposition P(rho) at O-mode 
fundamental harmonic oblique equatorial launch at N//=0.49, at increased Bo=0.391 T 
with  X(ωce)= -11 cm, X(UHR)=53.5 cm, are given by FIGs.9,10. 
For both cases we see that power deposition is governing  by UHR position, large 
amplitudes small scale EBW activity near of it. Important to stress that EBW are 
interacting with small group of very energetic electrons which can contribute to highly 
localised and efficient Current Drive, e.g. for NTM suppression. 
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   FIG.10 power deposition P(r) in ITER at N//=0.49 
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FIG.11a |real(E_psi)| in T-10, Ne(0)=4.5×1019 m-3      FIG.11b Pe(ρ) in T-10, ω= 2ωce ,    

                       F=140GHz 

  FIG. 9   |Im(E_z)|  in ITER at N//=0.49        
 
2. Second harmonic ECRF modelling 
 
       There are no Upper Hybrid re
and X-modes are more weakly coupled, as 
still can be used in rare plasma
middle and high densities near of X- and O-m
refraction, reflection, interferen
 
2.1  Second Harmonic ECH Scenarios in T-10 
 
     Second harmonic X-mode launch in T-10 is shown in FIG.11a: |real(E_psi)|, at N=90 
(N//(0)=0.02),  F=140 GHz, Ne(0)=4.5×1

=300 kA (relativistic effects are includeIp

FIG.11b. At plasma increased density Ne(0)=9×10  m  the  diffraction is more strong 
one (FIGs.12a,b)..  IInnsseerrtt  iinn  FFIIGG..1122bb  sshhoowwss  22DD  ppoowweerr  ddeeppoossiittiioonn  ttoo  tthhee  eelleeccttrroonnss..  
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2.2 Second Harmonic high density ECH Scenarios in JET 
 
We will consider the example for JET EC
GHz  equatorial oblique launch to over dense L-m
keV, N//(0)=0.2, displayed in FIGs.13a
FIG.11a shows the X-mode cut off with fo
between X-cut off layer and the wall, while sim
focalised beam pattern is propagating to th
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2.3. O-X-B second harmonic scenario in TCV 
 
The O-X-B scenario for over dense plasma at the second harmonic O-mode outside 
oblique equatorial launch at 82.7 GHz  was experimentally explored on the  TCV [6]. We 
have modelled this scenario at machine and plasma parameters: κ = 1.95, δ = 0.4, 
Ne(0)=7 19 -310  m , Teo=0.97 kV,Bo=1.45 T, Ip=415 kA, q(0) = 0.83, q(95) = 4.96, L-mode 
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resembles EB rays propagation – but with atically 
provides each ray by self consistent in llows to this 
picture of the EBW propagating predominantly

rface, FIG. 16.  
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S
    The 3D STELEC code was used to numerically model the electron cyclotron and 
electron Bernstein wave heating in several tokamaks and ITER at the fundamental and 
second harmonic. The following earlier findings [1] were confirmed:1) O-mode and X-
mode coupling in toroidal plasmas at fundam
waves play a crucial role at O-mode antenna polariz
with ray tracing techniques) and leads to a broadening of the EC power deposition 
profile.    The maximum of the power deposition can be shifted compared to usual ray 
tracing predictions; 3) we have shown the validity of modelling the fundamental 
harmonic O-mode scenario for ITER at reduced frequencies, making use of similarity 
laws [7]; 4) The modelling shows that mode converted EB waves can be generated in the 
plasma with large amplitudes for the electric field. This could provide a possibility for 
sheared flow  generation (~E2), important for ITB creation and plasma turbulence control. 
It would be therefore be interesting to verify this preliminary conclusion from our 
modelling work by dedicated experiments. The poloidal magnetic field plays an essential 
role in the damping of the EB wave on electrons, optimal for flow drive. 
  Second harmonic X  mode scenarios in T-10, DIII-D, TCV and ITER clearly show 
broader power deposition profiles compared to usual ray tracing results at moderate  
plasma densities. At low densities the ray tracing approach still works. Refraction and 
diffraction effects in low and high density plasmas were modelled for circular T-10 and 
elongated DIII-D tokamaks. 
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